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CURVE ($CRV) 
• TYPE: DEX 
• CHAIN(S): ETH, MATIC, BSC, FTM 
• TVL: $14.1B 
• MARKET CAP: $840M 
• CONTRACT ADDRESS: 0xD533a949740bb3306d119CC777fa900bA034cd52 

PRODUCT OVERVIEW/SUMMARY 

Curve is a decentralized digital asset exchange, or DEX, on Ethereum and select Ethereum-compatible net-
works. As digital assets and blockchain networks proliferated, Curve expanded beyond stablecoins to ex-
change other digital assets across four networks. Altogether, at $14B, more digital asset value is locked in 
Curve than any other decentralized exchange. 

In 2020, Curve launched on the Ethereum blockchain to enable low-cost stablecoin transactions with low 
slippage. Like other DEX projects, the protocol deployed liquidity pools as automated market makers 
(AMM) with which users and other blockchain protocols executed trades. Liquidity providers, or LPs, 
locked stablecoins, like DAI, USDC, and USDT, into pools to earn transaction fees for selling assets. Since 
then, Curve V2 updated the protocol’s AMM pricing algorithm to enable crypto pools in addition to stable-
coin pools. Today, Curve operates 22 liquidity pools while the protocol remains non-custodial for all users.  

WHY IT’S INTERESTING 

Product 

Curve provides an automated and decentralized digital asset exchange where users can earn revenue for 
providing liquidity to traders. The current Curve AMM algorithm iterated on its The original, “StableSwap,” 
design modifed the x*y=k AMM invariant equation to maintain a stable price for each dollar-pegged sta-
blecoin pair. The Curve AMM formula concentrated liquidity for stablecoin orders at $1.00, regardless of 
the trade size relative to the liquidity pools. With this modification, Curve created a disintermediated ex-
change that simultaneously minimized cost, slippage, and helped maintain the assets’ dollar pegs. 
 
The current Curve V2 iterated on the original design to incorporate other price-stable assets. Now, users 
can trade many assets programmed to maintain their price relative to another asset, like wBTC and 
renBTC. In this case, because wBTC and renBTC are pegged to BTC, their prices should be identical, even if 
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demand for one exceeds the other. Just like its original stablecoin pools, Curve crypto pools adjust to con-
centrate liquidity at the pool’s exchange price. Instead of spreading liquidity evenly across all potential 
pair prices, Curve’s liquidity concentration limits price movements, cost, slippage, and helps stabilize price-
stable assets. 

TOKENOMICS 

Token Utility and Supply 

Curve launched the CRV governance token to establish community governance over the platform. The CRV 
token incentivizes governance participation by boosting LP rewards. Liquidity providers who deposit and 
lock CRV tokens in addition to their LP position, receive Curve’s voting token, veCRV. For the last year, 
Curve has distributed 50% of all platform trading fees to veCRV holders as a reward for staking CRV to par-
ticipate in governance. 

By rewarding users to govern the protocol, Curve maintains community governance through aligned inter-
ests. Instead of a board or committee making strategic decisions, Curve depositors can vote on protocol 
improvement proposals. Users who profit from the platform control the platform which allows them to 
control their business of selling digital assets. The total supply of 3.03B CRV will be distributed over several 
years so participation can scale with the platform. The current final CRV distribution is planned to predom-
inantly accrue to liquidity providers and the development team. Initial distribution was concentrated to 
the platform team, but total supply should favor users in the long run. 

Value Accrual  

All transactions with Curve pools require transaction fees in basis points of the target asset. When a trader 
exchanges DAI for USDC, for example, Curve delivers USDC less a 0.04% USDC transaction fee. Similarly, 
LPs pay 0.02% to withdraw their LP to a different asset in the same pool, though Curve pools require no 
fees to deposit liquidity. Taking fees for trades only helps Curve sustain its position as the low-cost solu-
tion to provide digital asset liquidity. 

 

Average daily yields show the premium paid to LPs that provide liquidity to lending pools on Curve. Com-
pound pools, for example, earn Curve exchange fees and Compound interest revenue because Compound 
uses the pool to lend assets to its users. The y pool similarly allows Yearn Finance to lend directly from the 
Curve pool. On the other hand, the 3 pool and all wrapped BTC pools represent price stable pools without 
lending. With tight spreads, these pools offer LPs the base Curve yield. 
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Valuation 

The CRV token can be valued on a relative basis with two key multiples: Price-to-sales, P/E, and Total 
Value Locked-to-Market Capitalization, TVL/MC. First, P/S is commonly used to compare valuations of DEX 
and other native tokens that generate transaction fees for users, stakers, or holders. As P/S grows, a to-
ken’s price may include value beyond the platform’s current revenue. Second, TVL/MC shows total deposit 
value relative to the value of the token supply. 

As of 9/6/21, Curve’s average annualized fee revenue reached $46MM from $89B annualized transaction 
volume. These fees incorporate volume that rapidly declined in May and June 2021, but recovered by July 
2021. Curve monthly volume in August 2021 was down -27% relative to April 2021. 

 

 

Comparative analysis below shows Curve P/S that only includes fees to CRV holders. Our analysis includes 
all fees earned because Curve splits transaction fees among LPs and veCRV holders, with none directly al-
located to the protocol. 

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE 
 

As noted in our SushiSwap note, competition is strong among DEX applications. SushiSwap’s founding 
story exemplifies the commodification of AMM exchanges. Additionally, Uniswap’s current lead in transac-
tion volume, without liquidity rewards, shows a brand’s strength over marginally higher returns. A compe-
tition to be the most liquid exchange at the lowest cost provides no clear edge for any competitor. Despite 
its wide TVL lead, Curve’s limited asset offerings limit transaction volume. Other exchanges, like Uniswap 
and SushiSwap, offer thousands of assets for trading. Curve’s price-stable specialization may be a notable 
exception.  

 

(USD, MM)

Annualized Volume 88,993          

Annualized Total Fees 46                 

Fees to LPs 0.5% 0.229            

Fees to veCRV 0.5% 0.229            

Curve: https://curve.fi/dailystats

Curve Fee Revenue

Token Market Total Ann.

Price Cap Revenue TVL TVL/MC P/S

Curve $2.48 8,130            46           14,090    1.7x 177.7x

(USD, MM)

Adjusted Curve Valuation
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Curve attracts and retains liquidity, also known as total value locked, or TVL, with key unique features 
among similar venues. First, LPs can earn more CRV liquidity rewards the longer they lock their CRV tokens 
for veCRV. Also, they can earn interest on their deposits that Compound’s lending protocol uses to make 
loans. Second, Curve’s price-stable focus mitigates impermanent loss risk. Third, LPs have more revenue 
opportunities on Curve than similar exchanges. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Through the end of 2021, Curve volume and fees should increase across all networks. In August 2021, the 

Avalance Layer-1 blockchain announced an incentive program to attract liquidity to both Curve and Aave. 

The two DeFi applications could benefit from exponential growth Avalanche has sustained over the last 

month.  

Curve token value is maximized by LPs that stake CRV for four years to boost transaction fees. The LP with 

maximum boost earns 100% of their share of the pool’s fees. In this case, an adjusted P/S that incorpo-

rates all platform revenues is the appropriate valuation multiple. Users that do not provide liquidity can 

also earn Curve fees by buying and staking CRV for the four-year maximum. The standard P/S would apply 

for CRV-only stakers, as they would forego any LP fees. 

Though CRV is valued high, in either case, relative to its DEX peers, CRV demand should grow as the proto-

col expands beyond Ethereum. Curve became a key DeFi tool because no other protocol executes more 

efficient stablecoin swaps. Until this status is challenged, CRV will continue to command high multiples. 

DISCLAIMER  

This document has been prepared by Smart Money Financial Services, Inc. in cooperation with 

members of the Makor Group (“Makor” or the “Makor Group”) including Makor Securities London 

Limited, Oscar Gruss & Son, Inc. and Enigma Securities Limited. This document is intended for 

institutional investors and is not subject to all the independence and disclosure standards applica-

ble to research reports prepared for retail investors. This information represents neither an offer to 

buy or sell any security or cryptocurrency nor, because it does not take into account the differing 

needs of individual clients, investment advice.  Trading cryptocurrency and related instruments 

carries a high level of risk and may not be suitable for all investors. Those seeking investment ad-

vice specific to their financial profiles and goals should contact their Makor Group representative. 

Makor believes this information to be reliable, but no representation is made as to accuracy or 

completeness. This information does not analyze every material fact concerning a company, 
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industry, security, or cryptocurrency. Makor assumes that this information will be read in conjunc-

tion with other publicly available data. Matters discussed here are subject to change without no-

tice. There can be no assurance that reliance on the information contained here will produce prof-

itable results.  

 

A security or other instrument denominated in a foreign currency is subject to fluctuations in cur-

rency exchange rates, which may have an adverse effect on the value of the security or instru-

ment upon the conversion into local currency of dividends, interest, or sales proceeds. Makor 

trades, and will continue to trade, the securities covered in this document on a discretionary basis 

on behalf of certain clients. Such trading interests may be contrary to or entered into in advance of 

this document.  
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